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Heaven to Eden is a dramatic epic in rhyming verse in the tradition of poets Dante, Milton, and Goethe. It reveals why God granted life, depicts the meaning of living, the reason for existence, the origin and destination of souls, the formation of the universe, the creation, rebellion, and fall of angels and humans, the existence of other worlds and UFOs, as well as free will and the lack of it. It takes place eons ago when God was alone in a beautiful, but unpopulated heaven. The book is an enjoyable read as well as adaptable for the stage, film, and opera. It is adorned with a musical language that speaks to the soul. "As I read the pages, I was transported to a special realm. In all the books I have read, plays, poems, and prose works of great writers, I was never transported this way to hear the plans and discussions of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit... I could not talk for a while after reading these pages ...Lives will change through this writing." - Flora Williams, poet, rabbi, TV host Born in Ethiopia, Fikre Tolossa, Ph.D. poet-playwright, is currently professor of philosophy at the University of Lincoln, Oakland, California. He studied literature and creative writing at the famed Gorky Institute for Literature in Moscow, Russia, where he earned an MA degree. The author received a Ph.D. in comparative literature (Magna Cum Laude) from the University of Bremen, Germany, and has taught creative writing and liberal arts at universities in Germany and the U.S. for the past 35 years. He has composed over fifty plays, stories, screenplays, and articles.
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**Customer Reviews**

The main theme of the title Heaven to Eden illustrated the love of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit for
human beings. The Israelites, like all peoples, exhibit a poetic type of sound utterance which is early, long before any of their biblical literature was written. Dr Fikre Tolossa’s writing struck a chord in my innermost being with the same sound as I read his book, Heaven to Eden. His dramatic writing opened up a world of planning that took place before man and the Garden of Eden. The rhyming with its unusual endings were sound tractions that kept you moving along excited by this new experience of reading a completely new style. The poetic style that Dr. Tolossa uses is a transporter into the spiritual angelic realm of our Creator. I was held and caught up in a breathtaking experience watching this creativity of human beings. Revelations and understanding were given to me by the Holy Spirit as my mind expanded to embrace these historical spiritual moments of this great love.

Father had already told me that he would send out a sound and that I would know the sound when I heard it. This sound would signal a great change taking place in the earth. In addition, I witnessed the care that went into their designing us in their image. Every part of our bodies had been given careful attention to the details, plan and purpose for our lives on the earth. I read that the earth was more special than all other worlds because the Messiah would be born on the planet called earth. It is revealed that there are 100 worlds and Ufos are mentioned in this book.

Melchizedek had 1200 priests. Melchizedek held two positions, High Priest, and King of Kings. There is History of how the adversary used certain people to work against Father’s people.
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